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SYNCHRONIZATION VERSUS STABILITY OF THE INVARIANT
DISTRIBUTION FOR A CLASS OF GLOBALLY COUPLED MAPS
PÉTER BÁLINT, GERHARD KELLER, FANNI M. SÉLLEY AND IMRE PÉTER TÓTH
Abstract. We study a class of globally coupled maps in the continuum limit, where the
individual maps are expanding maps of the circle. The circle maps in question are such that
the uncoupled system admits a unique absolutely continuous invariant measure (acim), which
is furthermore mixing. Interaction arises in the form of diffusive coupling, which involves
a function that is discontinuous on the circle. We show that for sufficiently small coupling
strength the coupled map system admits a unique absolutely continuous invariant distribution,
which depends on the coupling strength ε. Furthermore, the invariant density exponentially
attracts all initial distributions considered in our framework. We also show that the dependence
of the invariant density on the coupling strength ε is Lipschitz continuous in the BV norm.
When the coupling is sufficiently strong, the limit behavior of the system is more complex.
We prove that a wide class of initial measures approach a point mass with support moving
chaotically on the circle. This can be interpreted as synchronization in a chaotic state.
1. Introduction
In this paper we investigate a model of globally coupled maps. The precise definition is
given in Section 2; nonetheless, let us summarize here that by a globally coupled map we mean
the following setup:
‚ The phase space M is a compact metric space, and the state of the system is described
by a Borel probability measure µ on M .
‚ The dynamics, to be denoted by Fε,µ, is a composition of two maps T ˝ Φε,µ, where
T : M Ñ M describes the evolution of the individual sites, while Φε,µ : M Ñ M
describes the coupling. Here the parameter ε ě 0 is the coupling strength, and thus
Φ0,µ is the identity for any µ.
‚ If the initial state of the system is given by some probability measure µ0, then for later
times n ě 1 the state of the system is given by µn which is obtained by pushing forward
µn´1 by the map Fε,µn´1.
This framework allows a wide range of examples. To narrow down our analysis, let us assume
that M is either the interval r0, 1s or the circle T “ R{Z, and that the map T has positive
Lyapunov exponent and good ergodic properties with respect to an absolutely continuous
invariant measure. Furthermore, we assume that the coupling map is of the form
Φε,µpxq “ x` ε ¨Gpx, µq (1)
for some fixed function G such that the dynamics preserves certain classes of measures.
In particular, for any N ě 1 the class of measures when µ “ 1
N
řN
i“1 δxi for some points
x1, . . . , xN P M , is preserved, a case that is regarded as a finite system of mean field coupled
maps. In turn, the situation when µ is (Lebesgue-)absolutely continuous can be thought of as
the infinite – more precisely, continuum – version of the model.
Coupled dynamical systems in general, and globally coupled maps in particular have been
extensively studied in the literature. Below we mention the papers that directly motivated
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our work, more complete lists of references can be found for instance in [16], [9], [15] and [5].
Our main interest here is to understand how different types of asymptotic phenomena arise in
the system depending on the coupling strength ε. In particular, we would like to address the
following questions:
‚ Weak coupling.
– Is there some positive ε0 such that for ε P r0, ε0s there exists a unique absolutely
continuous invariant probability measure µ˚ “ µ˚pεq?
– Is µ˚pεq and µ˚p0q close in some sense?
– Do we have convergence of µn to µ˚, at least for sufficiently regular initial distri-
butions µ0?
‚ Strong coupling.
– Is it true that for larger values of ε the asymptotic behavior can be strikingly
different?
– In particular, at least for a substantial class of initial distributions µ0, does µn
approach a point mass that is evolved by the chaotic map T ?
As by assumption T has good ergodic properties, the weak coupling phenomena mean that
for small enough ε the behavior of the coupled system is analogous to that of the uncoupled
system (ε “ 0). Hence from now on we will refer to this shortly as stability. On the other hand,
the limit behavior associated to a point mass moving chaotically on T, which is expected to
arise for a class of initial distributions when the coupling is sufficiently strong, will be referred
to as synchronization in a chaotic state. This terminology is borrowed from the literature of
coupled map lattices (see eg. [5]) where synchronization is defined as the analogous phenomena
when the diagonal attracts all orbits from an open set of the phase space, which has a direct
product structure.
The short summary of our paper is that for the class of models studied here the answer to
all of the questions stated above is yes, in the sense formulated in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 below.
Before describing the works that provided a direct motivation for our research, we would
like to comment briefly how the above questions can be regarded in the general context of cou-
pled dynamical systems. As already mentioned, this area has an enormous literature, which
we definitely do not aim to survey here. In particular, there is a wide range of asymptotic
phenomena that may arise depending on the specifics of the coupled dynamical system. Yet,
the two extremes of stability for weak coupling, and synchronization for strong coupling, is a
common feature of many of the examples. For instance, in the context of coupled map lattices,
the case of small coupling strength can be often treated as the perturbation of the uncoupled
system. As a consequence, the sites remain weakly correlated, typically resulting in a unique
space-time chaotic phase, which is analogous to the unique absolutely continuous invariant
measure in our setting. On the other hand, if the coupling is strong enough, synchronization
occurs in the sense that initial conditions are attracted by some constant configurations, in
many cases, by the diagonal. The dynamics along the diagonal is then governed by the local
map T , which has a positive Lyapunov exponent, justifying the terminology of chaotic synchro-
nization. For further discussion of coupled map lattices, we refer to [5]. Although the specifics
are quite different, the two extremities of uncorrelated behavior versus synchronization are
highly relevant in another popular paradigm for applied dynamics, the Kuramoto model of
coupled oscillators (see [6] for a recent survey). We emphasize that the asymptotic behavior
in coupled map lattices or in the Kuramoto model is much more complex, discussing which
is definitely beyond the scope of the present paper. However, it is worth mentioning that our
findings are analogous to some key features of these important models.
The question of stability for small ε in globally coupled maps received some attention in the
1990’s when unexpected behavior, often referred to as the violation of the law of large numbers,
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was observed even for arbitrarily small values of ε, when T was chosen as a quadratic map or
a tent map of the interval ([10], [11], [8], [17]). For the description of the violation of the law
of large numbers we refer to [13], here we only mention that these complicated phenomena
definitely rule out the stability for weak coupling scenario as defined above. However, in [13]
it was shown that there is no violation of the law of large numbers, and in particular, there is
stability for weak coupling when
(I) the map T is a C3 expanding map of the circle T “ R{Z;
(II) the coupling Φε,µ defined by (1) is such that
Gpx, µq “ γpx, µ¯q, µ¯ “
ż
T
F ˝ T dµ,
where γ P C2pTˆ R,Rq and F P C2pT,Rq.
Motivated in part by these results, the authors in [3] investigated a class of models where
T is the doubling map, which is deformed by a coupling factor Gpx, µq “ γpx, µ¯q to a non-
linear piecewise fractional linear map. For this class of examples, which do not literally fit
the structure described by (1), [3] proved that while there is stability for weak coupling, a
phase transition analogous to that of the Curie-Weiss model takes place for stronger coupling
strength.
A parallel line of investigation was initiated when a class of models was introduced in [16],
and later studied from the ergodic theory point of view in [9] and [18]. In these papers T is the
doubling map of T, while Φε,µ represents a diffusive coupling on the circle among the particles.
As such, Φε,µ is given by the formula (1), where
Gpx, µq “
ż
T
gpx´ yq dµpyq
for the function g depicted on Figure 1, which is discontinuous on the circle. As discussed in
[9] and [18], the discontinuity of g has some important consequences for the behavior of the
finite system. In particular it is shown, mathematically for N “ 3 ([9] and [18]) and N “ 4
([19]), and numerically for higher values of N ([9]), that a loss of ergodicity takes place for
finite system size when the coupling strength is increased beyond a critical value. From a
different perspective, in [18] we studied the continuum version of this model as well. In that
context we showed that while there is stability for weak coupling ([18, Theorem 4]), yet, when
ε is sufficiently large, for a substantial class of initial distributions, µn approaches a point mass
with support moving chaotically on T (as formulated in [18, Theorem 5]).
In this paper we go beyond the doubling map discussed in [18]. The direct motivation for
this is that in that model, stability was, to some extent, prebuilt into the system: the very same
(i.e. Lebesgue) measure was invariant for every coupling strength. Without such a symmetry,
it was not at all clear whether the invariant measure could be stable under perturbation by
the discontinuous g. In other words, we are looking for the regularity class of systems where
the phase transition (or possibly a sequence of phase transitions) between stable behavior and
synchronization occurs at positive coupling strength – of which [18] only gave an example. Now
we are able to demonstrate that the symmetry of the doubling map is not needed, and much less
regularity is enough. In particular, we consider the model of [18], yet, instead of the doubling
map, T is now basically an arbitrary C2 expanding map of the circle (see Section 2 below for
the precise formulation). Our main results are stability for weak coupling as formulated in
Theorem 1 and 2, and synchronization in a chaotic state for strong coupling as formulated in
Theorem 3. Theorem 1 can be regarded as generalization of [18, Theorem 4], while Theorem 3
is a generalization of [18, Theorem 5] to this context. In [18] the ε-dependence of the (unique
absolutely continuous) invariant measure was not a question, since the measure was always
Lebesgue by construction. In the present model this is not the case. Instead, we prove in
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Theorem 2 that the unique invariant density depends Lipschitz continuously on the coupling
strength.
It is important to emphasize that our methods here are quite different from those of [18].
There, our arguments were somewhat ad hoc, based on computations that exploited some
specific features, in particular the linearity of the doubling map. Here, a more general approach
is needed; we apply spectral tools developed in the literature. In that respect, the proof of
our Theorem 1 is strongly inspired by [13]. Yet, we would like to point out an important
difference. The assumptions of [13], in particular [13, Theorem 4] are summarized in (I) and
(II) above. For the model discussed here, the map T is not much different, though it is slightly
less regular than assumed in (I). On the other hand, the coupling Φε,µ differs considerably
from the one defined in assumption (II). It does not depend only on an integral average of
µ, but on a more complicated expression involving the function g, which is discontinuous on
T. As mentioned above, the discontinuity of g has some important consequences for the finite
system size. In the continuum version of the model, it turns out that we have stability for
weak coupling (Theorem 1) as in the setting of [13, Theorem 4]. Yet, g causes several subtle
technical challenges in the proof of Theorem 1, since the discontinuities imply that not an
integral expression, but a certain value of the density f will play a role in F 1ε,µ – and the same
can be said for f 1 and F 2ε,µ. A related comment we would like to make concerns Theorem 2
which proves that the invariant density depends on ε Lipschitz continuously. We think that
this result is remarkable as in the presence of singularities typically only a weaker, log-Lipschitz
continuous dependence can be expected ([2], [4], [14]).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce our model,
and state our three theorems concerning stability and synchronization. In Section 3 we prove
our first theorem on stability: we show that there exists an invariant absolutely continuous
distribution, which is unique in our setting. We then show that densities close enough to the
invariant density converge to it with exponential speed. In Section 4 we prove our second
theorem concerning the Lipschitz continuity of the invariant density in ε. In Section 5 we
prove our theorem on synchronization, namely we show that for large enough ε, sufficiently
well-concentrated initial distributions tend to a point mass moving on T according to T .
In the proof of our statements, especially those about stability, the choice of a suitable space
of densities plays an important role. This choice is discussed in Section 6, along with some
further open problems.
2. The model and main results
Let T “ R{Z, and denote the Lebesgue measure on T by λ. Consider the Lebesgue-absolutely
continuous probability measure dµ “ fdλ on T and a self-map of T denoted by T . We make
the following initial assumptions on them:
(F) f P C1pT,Rě0q, f
1 is furthermore Lipschitz continuous and
ş
f dλ “ 1,
(T) T P C2pT,Tq, T 2 is Lipschitz continuous and T is strictly expanding: that is, min |T 1| “
ω ą 1. We further suppose that T is N -fold covering and
N ă ω2.
Define Φµ : TÑ T as
Φµpxq “ x` ε
ż
T
gpy ´ xqdµpyq x P T,
where 0 ď ε ă 1 and g : TÑ R is defined as
gpuq “
#
u if u P
`
´1
2
, 1
2
˘
,
0 if u “ ˘1
2
.
(2)
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The graph of the natural lift of this function to R is depicted in Figure 1.
u
gpuq
1
2
1 3
2
´1
2
´1´3
2
1
2
´1
2
Figure 1. The function g.
Define Fµ : TÑ T as
Fµ “ T ˝ Φµ.
This can be regarded as a coupled map dynamics in the following way: Φµ accounts for the
interaction between the sites (distributed according to the measure µ) via the interaction
function g. The map T is the individual site dynamics. We call the parameter ε coupling
strength.
Let µ0 be the initial distribution and define
µn`1 “ pFµnq˚µn, n “ 0, 1, . . . (3)
Our assumptions guarantee that if µ0 ! λ with density f0 of property (F) then µn ! λ
with density of property (F) for all n P N (this will be proved later). We are going to use the
notation dµn “ fndλ for the densities. Also, we are going to index F¨ and Φ¨ with the density
instead of the measure. Now fn`1 can be calculated with the help of the transfer operator PFfn
in the following way:
fn`1pyq “ PFfnfnpyq “
ÿ
x:Ffnpxq“y
fnpxq
|F 1fnpxq|
, y P T.
To simplify notation, we are going to write
PFff “ Fεpfq,
so fn`1 “ Fεpfnq.
Our main goal is to show that depending on ε, there exist two different limit behaviors of
the sequence pµnq.
The first type of limit behavior occurs when the coupling is sufficiently weak in terms of the
regularity of the initial distribution. In this case, we claim that there exists an invariant dis-
tribution with density of property (F), and initial distributions sufficiently close to it converge
to this distribution exponentially. More precisely, let
CcR,S “ tf is of property (F), varpfq ď R, |f
1| ď S,Lippf 1q ď cu
where we denoted the total variation of the function f by varpfq, its Lipschitz constant by
Lip(f) and R, S, c ą 0.
The choice of the set of densities CcR,S plays a central role in the arguments – see the discussion
in Section 6.1. It is a subset of the space of functions of bounded variation, so we can endow
it with the usual bounded variation norm:
}f}BV “ }f}1 ` varpfq,
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where
}f}1 “
ż
|f | dλ and varpfq “
ż
|f 1| dλ.
Note that the total variation varpfq can be calculated indeed with this simple formula, since
f is continuously differentiable.
Theorem 1. There exist R˚, S˚ and c˚ ą 0 such that for all R ą R˚, S ą S˚ and c ą c˚ there
exists an ε˚ “ ε˚pR, S, cq ą 0, for which the following holds: For all 0 ď ε ă ε˚, there exists a
density f ε˚ P C
c
R,S for which Fεf
ε
˚ “ f
ε
˚. Furthermore,
lim
nÑ8
Fnε pf0q “ f
ε
˚ exponentially for all f0 P C
c
R,S
in the sense that there exist C ą 0 and γ P p0, 1q such that
}Fnε pf0q ´ f
ε
˚}BV ď Cγ
n}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV for all n P N and 0 ď ε ă ε
˚.
In this case we can also show that the fixed density of Fε is Lipschitz continuous in the
variable ε.
Theorem 2. Let R, S, c and ε˚ be chosen as in Theorem 1. Then there exists a KpR, S, cq “
K ą 0 such that for any 0 ď ε, ε1 ă ε˚
}f ε˚ ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV ď K|ε´ ε
1|
holds for the densities f ε˚, f
ε1
˚ P C
c
R,S for which Fεf
ε
˚ “ f
ε
˚ and Fε1f
ε1
˚ “ f
ε1
˚ .
However, when the coupling is strong, we expect to see synchronization in some sense.
To be able to prove such behavior we need an initial distribution which is ‘sufficiently well
concentrated’ – by this we mean the following:
(F’) f is of property (F), furthermore, there exists an interval I Ă T, |I| ě 1
2
such that
supppfq X I “ H.
In this case we can define supp˚pfq as the smallest closed interval on T containing the support
of f .
Before stating our theorem, we recall the definition of the Wasserstein metric. Let pS, dq be
a metric space and let P1pSq denote all measures P for which
ş
dpx, zq dP pxq ă 8 for every
z P S. Let MpP,Qq be the set of measures on S ˆ S with marginals P and Q. Then the
Wasserstein distance of P and Q is
W1pP,Qq “ inf
"ż
dpx, yq dµpx, yq, µ PMpP,Qq
*
.
By the Kantorovich-Rubinstein theorem [7, Theorem 11.8.2] it holds that
W1pP,Qq “ sup
"ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
f dpP ´Qq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ , Lippfq ď 1
*
.
Theorem 3. Suppose 1´ 1
max |T 1|
ă ε ă 1. Then
|supp˚pfnq| Ñ
nÑ8
0 exponentially
in the sense that
|supp˚pfnq| ď rmax |T
1|p1´ εqsn|supp˚pf0q| for all n P N.
Furthermore, there exists an x˚ P supp˚pf0q such that
W1pµn, δTnpx˚qq Ñ
nÑ8
0 exponentially
in the sense that
W1pµn, δTnpx˚qq ď rmax |T
1|p1´ εqsnW1pµ0, δx˚q for all n P N.
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So we claim that when the coupling is sufficiently strong, the support of a well-concentrated
initial density eventually shrinks to a single point, hence complete synchronization is achieved.
We have chosen the Wasserstein metric to state our theorem because the convergence in
this metric is equivalent to weak convergence of measures. This is about the best that can be
expected, since for example a similar statement for the total variation distance cannot hold
- a sequence of absolutely continuous measures cannot converge to a point measure in total
variation distance.
In the subsequent three chapters we are going to give the proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3.
3. Proof of theorem 1
3.1. Existence of an invariant density. In this section we prove the following proposition:
Proposition 4. There exist ε˚0 , R
˚, S˚, c˚ ą 0 such that if 0 ď ε ă ε˚0, the operator Fε has a
fixed point f ε˚ in C
c˚
R˚ ,S˚.
Proof. The structure of the proof is as follows: we first show that CcR,S is invariant under the
action of Fε if R, S and c are chosen large enough. Then we prove that Fε restricted to C
c
R,S is
continuous in the L1 norm. We then argue that the set CcR,S is a compact, convex metric space
for any values of R, S and c. Finally, we conclude by Schauder’s fixed point theorem that Fε
has a fixed point in CcR,S .
Lemma 5. There exists R˚ ą 0 such that for all R ě R˚ there are ε˚
0
“ ε˚
0
pRq ą 0 and
S˚ “ S˚pRq ą 0 with the following properties: For each S ě S˚ there is c˚ “ c˚pR, Sq such
that FεpC
c
R,Sq Ď C
c
R,S for c ě c
˚ and 0 ď ε ă ε˚0.
Proof. The proof consist of the following steps: we first prove that if f is of property (F), then
Fεpfq is also of property (F) – as indicated in the introduction. Then let f P C
c
R,S for some
R, S, c ą 0. We prove that we can choose R large enough such that varpFεpfqq ď R. Then
we prove that we can choose S large enough such that |pFεpfqq
1| ď S and c large enough such
that LippFεpfq
1q ď c (provided that ε is small enough).
Fεpfq is also of property (F). First notice that
Φ1f pxq “ 1` ε
ˆ
f
ˆ
x`
1
2
˙
´ 1
˙
and Φ2f pxq “ εf
1
ˆ
x`
1
2
˙
.
This implies that Φf is monotone increasing:
Φ1f ě 1` εpinf
T
f ´ 1q ě 1´ ε ą 0 if 0 ď ε ă 1, (4)
and onto, since denoting the lift of Φf to R by Φ
R
f we can see that
ΦRf p0q “ ε
ż
T
gpyqfpyqdy and ΦRf p1q “ 1` ε
ż
T
gpy ´ 1qfpyqdy,
implying that ΦRf p1q “ Φ
R
f p0q ` 1. Bearing in mind the differentiability properties of f , we
can observe that Φf is a C
2 diffeomorphism of T. We are going to use the change of variables
formula with respect to this diffeomorphism repeatedly in the calculations to come.
A further note on Φf : we are going to denote the transfer operator associated to it by PΦf .
Recall that this depends on ε. Denoting the transfer operator associated to T by PT , we have
PFf “ PTPΦf since Ff “ T ˝ Φf .
Now we can see that Ff is N -fold covering of T. Let us denote the inverse branches by
F
´1,k
f , k “ 1, . . . , N . Then
Fεpfq “ PFff “
Nÿ
k“1
f ˝ F´1,kf
|F 1f ˝ F
´1,k
f |
,
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and we see that Fεpfq is also C
1. It is also easy to see that the derivative
Fεpfq
1 “
Nÿ
k“1
f 1
pF 1f q
2
˝ F´1,kf ` signpT
1q ¨
Nÿ
k“1
f ¨ F 2f
pF 1f q
3
˝ F´1,kf . (5)
is also Lipschitz continuous.
Choice of R˚. Fix 0 ă b ă ω ´ 1. Then choose R0 such that max |T
2|{|T 1| ă b ¨ R0. First
we note that
varpPTfq ď
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ f 1T 1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ`
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇf ¨ T 2pT 1q2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ
ď max
ˇˇˇ
ˇ 1T 1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ varpfq ` }f}1max
ˆ
T 2
pT 1q2
˙
ď max
1
|T 1|
pvarpfq ` bR0q.
Let η “ max 1
|T 1|
p1 ` bq (note that η ă 1 by our choice of b). Choose ρ ą 0 such that
δ “ p1 ´ ρq2 ´ η ą 0. Let R˚ “ η ¨max
 
R0,
ρ
δ
(
. Now given R ą R˚, choose ε˚
0
ď ρ
R
. Later in
the proof we will require further smallness properties of ε˚
0
.
Fix R ě R˚, ε P r0, ε˚0q, and let varpfq ď R. As Φ
1
f ě 1 ´ εvarpfq ě 1 ´ ρ and
ş
|Φ2f | “
εvarpfq ď ρ, we have
varpPΦffq ď varpfq
˜
max
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
Φ1f
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ` var
˜
1
Φ1f
¸¸
` }f}1var
˜
1
Φ1f
¸
ď varpfq ¨
ˆ
1
1´ ρ
`
ρ
p1´ ρq2
˙
` }f}1
ρ
p1´ ρq2
“ varpfq
1
p1´ ρq2
`
ρ
p1´ ρq2
ď
1
p1´ ρq2
pR ` δη´1R˚q ď
1
ηp1´ ρq2
pηR` δRq
“
R
η
Finally, if h “ PΦff then
varpPThq ď max
1
|T 1|
pη´1R ` bR0q ď max
1
η |T 1|
pR ` bR˚q ď R.
Choice of S˚. We are going to estimate Fεpfq
1 using (5). Since
F 1f ˝ F
´1,k
f “ pT
1 ˝ T´1,kq ¨ pΦ1f ˝ F
´1,k
f q
F 2f ˝ F
´1,k
f “ pT
2 ˝ T´1,kq ¨ pΦ1f ˝ F
´1,k
f q
2 ` pT 1 ˝ T´1,kq ¨ pΦ2f ˝ F
´1,k
f q, k “ 1, . . . , N
we get the following expression:
|Fεpfq
1| ď
Nÿ
k“1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ f 1 ˝ F´1,kf
rpT 1 ˝ T´1,kq ¨ pΦ1f ˝ F
´1,k
f qs
2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
Nÿ
k“1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇpf ˝ F´1,kf q ¨ rpT 2 ˝ T´1,kq ¨ pΦ1f ˝ F´1,kf q2 ` pT 1 ˝ T´1,kq ¨ pΦ2f ˝ F´1,kf qs
rpT 1 ˝ T´1,kq ¨ pΦ1f ˝ F
´1,k
f qs
3
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
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Remember that ω “ min |T 1| and let D “ max |T 2|. As |f 1| ď S and ε P r0, ε˚0q, this implies
|Fεpfq
1| ď
N
ω2p1´ εq2
S `Np1 `Rq
ˆ
D
ω3p1´ εq
`
εS
p1´ εq3ω2
˙
ď
ˆ
N
ω2p1´ ε˚0q
2
`
ε˚0Np1`Rq
p1´ ε˚0q
3ω2
˙
S `
DNp1`Rq
ω3p1´ ε˚0q
“: q0pε
˚
0
, Rq ¨ S `K0pε
˚
0
, Rq.
As N ă ω2 by assumption (T), one can choose ε˚0 “ ε
˚
0pRq so small that q0pε
˚
0, Rq ă 1. Let
S˚ “ S˚pRq :“
K0pε
˚
0
pRq, Rq
1´ q0pε˚0pRq, Rq
,
and suppose that S ě S˚. Then |Fεpfq
1| ď S.
Choice of c˚. We are going to estimate LippFεpfq
1q with the help of (5).
LippFεpfq
1q ď
Nÿ
k“1
Lip
˜
f 1
pF 1f q
2
˝ F´1,kf
¸
`
Nÿ
k“1
Lip
˜
f ¨ F 2f
pF 1f q
3
˝ F´1,kf
¸
,
ď
N
ωp1´ ε˚0q
¨
˜
Lip
˜
f 1
pF 1f q
2
¸
` Lip
˜
f ¨ F 2f
pF 1fq
3
¸¸
,
since max |pF´1f q
1| ď 1
ωp1´εq
ď 1
ωp1´ε˚
0
q
.
Simple calculations yield that
Lip
˜
f 1
pF 1f q
2
¸
ď
1
ω2p1´ ε˚
0
q2
c`K 1pε˚
0
, R, Sq,
and
Lip
˜
f ¨ F 2f
pF 1f q
3
¸
ď
p1`Rqmax |T 1|ε˚0
ω3p1´ ε˚
0
q3
c`K2pε˚
0
, R, Sq.
In conclusion,
LippFεpfq
1q ď N
ˆ
1
ω3p1´ ε˚0q
3
`
p1`Rqmax |T 1|ε˚
0
ω4p1´ ε˚0q
4
˙
c`
N
ωp1´ ε˚0q
pK 1 `K2q
:“ q1pε
˚
0
, Rq ¨ c`K1pε
˚
0
, R, Sq.
As in the previous step, one can choose ε˚0 “ ε
˚
0pRq so small that q1pε
˚
0, Rq ă 1. Let
c˚ “ c˚pR, Sq :“
K1pε
˚
0
pRq, R, Sq
1´ q1pε˚0pRq, Rq
,
and suppose that c ě c˚. Then LippFεpfq
1q ď c. 
Lemma 6. Fε|Cc
R,S
is continuous in the L1-norm.
Proof. We remind the reader that Fεpfq “ PFff “ PTPΦff . Continuity of PT is standard:
}PTf1 ´ PTf2}1 “ }PT pf1 ´ f2q}1 ď }f1 ´ f2}1.
So it suffices to see the continuity of F˜εpfq “ PΦff . Let f1, f2 P C
c
R,S , and for the sake of
brevity we are going to write Φf1 “ Φ1 and Φf2 “ Φ2. Then
}PΦ1f1 ´ PΦ2f2}1 ď }PΦ1pf1 ´ f2q}1 ` }pPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qf2}1
ď }f1 ´ f2}1 ` }pPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qf2}1
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Claim 7. Let f1, f2 be of property (F) and ϕ be of bounded variation on T. Denote Φf1 “ Φ1
and Φf2 “ Φ2. Then there exists a K ą 0 such that
}pPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qϕ}1 ď εK}ϕ}BV }f1 ´ f2}1.
This Claim implies that
}F˜εpf1q ´ F˜εpf2q}1 ď p1` ε ¨K}f2}BV q }f1 ´ f2}1
ď p1` ε ¨ constpRqq }f1 ´ f2}1,
hence the Lemma is proved once we have this claim.
The proof of Claim 7.
}pPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qϕ}1 “
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ ϕΦ11 ˝ Φ´11 ´
ϕ
Φ12
˝ Φ´1
2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ
ď
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ ϕΦ1
1
˝ Φ´1
1
´
ϕ
Φ1
2
˝ Φ´1
1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλlooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
pAq
`
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ ϕΦ1
2
˝ Φ´1
2
´
ϕ
Φ1
2
˝ Φ´1
1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλlooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
pBq
We first deal with the term pAq.
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż ˆ
ϕ
Φ1
1
´
ϕ
Φ1
2
˙
˝ Φ´11
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ “
ż
|ϕ| ¨
ˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ Φ11Φ1
2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ ď }ϕ}8
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇΦ12 ´ Φ11Φ1
2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ
“ }ϕ}BV
ż
1
0
ˇˇˇ
ˇεpf2px` 1{2q ´ f1px` 1{2qq1` εpf2px` 1{2q ´ 1q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dx
ď
ε
1´ ε
}ϕ}BV }f1 ´ f2}1.
Now we give an appropriate bound on pBq.
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ ϕΦ12 ˝ Φ´12 ´
ϕ
Φ12
˝ Φ´1
1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ “
ż
|ϕ ˝ Φ´1
1
˝ Φ2 ´ ϕ| dλ “
ż
ψ ¨ pϕ ˝ Φ´1
1
˝ Φ2 ´ ϕq dλ
“
ż
pP
Φ
´1
1
PΦ2ψ ´ ψqϕ dλ,
where ψ “ signpϕ ˝ Φ´11 ˝ Φ2 ´ ϕq. Now we are going to apply [12, Lemma 11], which states
that if ℓ P BV and h P L1, then
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
ℓ ¨ h dλ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď varpℓq
››››
ż
phq
››››
8
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
h dλ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ¨ }ℓ}8 ď 2}ℓ}BV ¨
››››
ż
phq
››››
8
,
where
ş
phq “
ş
txďzu
hpxq dx. Choosing ℓ “ ϕ and h “ P
Φ
´1
1
PΦ2ψ ´ ψ we get
ż
pP
Φ
´1
1
PΦ2ψ ´ ψqϕ dλ ď 2}ϕ}BV sup
0ďzď1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
pP
Φ
´1
1
PΦ2ψ ´ ψq1r0,zs
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ.
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Soż
pP
Φ
´1
1
PΦ2ψ ´ ψqϕ dλ ď 2}ϕ}BV sup
0ďzď1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
ψ1r0,zs ˝ Φ
´1
1 ˝ Φ2 ´ ψ1r0,zs
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ
ď 2}ϕ}BV sup
0ďzď1
ż
|ψ||1r0,zs ˝ Φ
´1
1
˝ Φ2 ´ 1r0,zs| dλ
“ 2}ϕ}BV sup
0ďzď1
ż
|1r0,zs ˝ Φ
´1
1
´ 1r0,zs ˝ Φ
´1
2
| ¨
1
Φ12 ˝ Φ
´1
2
dλ
ď
2
1´ ε
}ϕ}BV sup
0ďzď1
ż
|1rΦ1p0q,Φ1pzqs ´ 1rΦ2p0q,Φ2pzqs| dλ
ď
2}ϕ}BV
1´ ε
p|Φ1p0q ´ Φ2p0q| ` max
0ďtď1
|Φ1ptq ´ Φ2ptq|q
ď
2}ϕ}BV
1´ ε
2 max
0ďtď1
|Φ1ptq ´ Φ2ptq|
“
4}ϕ}BV
1´ ε
max
0ďtď1
ε
ż
gpy ´ tqpf1pyq ´ f2pyqq dy ď
2ε
1´ ε
}ϕ}BV }f1 ´ f2}1.

The final lemma, a corollary to the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem, is a folklore result on function
spaces.
Lemma 8. The space CcR,S is a compact, convex subset of C
0 and a fortiori also of L1.
By Schauder’s fixed point theorem we can conclude that there exists a fixed point of Fε in
CcR,S. This completes our proof of Proposition 4. 
3.2. Convergence to the invariant density. We prove the following proposition in this
section:
Proposition 9. Let R ą 0, S ą 0 and c ą 0. Then there exist C ą 0, γ P p0, 1q and an
ε˚pR, S, cq ą 0 such that for 0 ď ε ă ε˚pR, S, cq
}Fnε pf0q ´ f
ε
˚}BV ď Cγ
n}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV for all f0 P C
c
R,S and n P N.
Proof. It is obviously enough to prove this proposition for sufficiently large R, S and c. In
particular we can assume that R ą R˚, S ą S˚, c ą c˚ and also ε ă ε˚
0
, where R˚, S˚, c˚, ε˚
0
are chosen as in Lemma 5
The following proof is strongly inspired by the proof of [12, Theorem 4]. We start by proving
a lemma similar to [12, Lemma 8].
Lemma 10. There exist 0 ă ε˚1 ă ε
˚
0, β ă 1 and c1 ą 0 such that for 0 ď ε ă ε
˚
1
}PTPΦn . . . PTPΦ1u}BV ď c1 ¨ β
n}u}BV
for any Φi “ Φfi for which fi P C
c
R,S , any u P BV0 “ tv P BV,
ş
v dλ “ 0u and any n P N.
Proof. Let Qε,n “ PTPΦn . . . PTPΦ1 , and let Φ˚ be the coupling function associated to the
invariant density f ε˚. The lemma would be immediate if fi “ f
ε
˚ would hold for all of the
densities. So what we need to show is that Qε,n is close to pPTPΦ˚q
n in a suitable sense.
The proof has three main ingredients: we first show that Qε,n : BV0 Ñ BV0 is a uniformly
bounded operator. The second fact we are going to see is that pPTPΦ˚q
N : BV0 Ñ L
1 is a
bounded operator and the operator norm can be made suitably small by choosing N large
enough. Lastly, referring to Claim 7 we argue that the norm of PΦk ´ PΦ˚ : BV0 Ñ L
1 is of
order ε. These three facts will imply that Qε,n is a contraction on BV0 for n large enough.
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Remember that PTPΦk “ PFk , where Fk is a C
2 expanding map of T. Hence it is mixing
and satisfies a Lasota-Yorke type inequality. More precisely,
}PTPΦku}BV “ }PFku}BV ď }u}1 `
1
inf |F 1k|
varpuq ` max
i“1,...,N
sup
|pF´1,ik q
2|
|pF´1,ik q
1|
}u}1
ď
1
ωp1´ εq
}u}BV `
´
1` D˜
¯
}u}1. (6)
where D˜ “ maxi“1,...,N sup
|pF´1,i
k
q2|
|pF´1,i
k
q1|
. Let
α “
1
ωp1´ ε˚
0
q
and K0 “
1` D˜
1´ α
. (7)
Our assumptions on ε˚0 already provide that ωp1´ ε
˚
0q ą 1, implying α ă 1. Then by applying
(6) repeatedly we get
}Qε,nu}BV ď α
n}u}BV `K0}u}1 ď pα
n `K0q}u}BV . (8)
Hence
}Qε,n}BV ď K0 ` 1. (9)
A consequence of the fact that Ffε˚ is mixing and Pfε˚ “ PTPΦ˚ satisfies (6) is that the spectrum
of PTPΦ˚ consists of the simple eigenvalue 1 and a part contained in a disc of radius r ă 1 (see
e.g. [1]). From this it follows that there exists an N P N such that
}pPTPΦ˚q
Nu}1 ď
1
8K0
}u}BV @u P BV0. (10)
Choose N larger if necessary so that we also have
αNpK0 ` 1q ă
1
4
.
Now according to Claim 7 from the proof of Lemma 6 we have
}pPΦk ´ PΦ˚qu}1 ď const ¨ ε}u}BV }fk ´ f˚}1,
where fk is the density corresponding to Φk. Using this,
|}Qε,Nu}1 ´ }pPTPΦ˚q
Nu}1| ď
Nÿ
j“1
}PTPΦN . . . PTPΦj`1PT pPΦj ´ PΦ˚qpPTPΦ˚q
j´1u}1
ď constNε}u}BV .
Combined with (8) – (10) this implies for sufficiently small ε˚
1
(depending on N) and all
ε P r0, ε˚1q
}Qε,2Nu}BV ď α
N}Qε,Nu}BV `K0}Qε,Nu}1
ď αNpK0 ` 1q}u}BV `K0
ˆ
1
8K0
` constNε
˙
}u}BV
ď
1
2
}u}BV .
The lemma follows if one observes that Qε,npBV0q Ď BV0 and }Qε,n}BV ď K0 ` 1 for all n by
(9). 
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Now we move on to the proof of Proposition 9. We remind the reader of the notation
fn “ F
n
ε pf0q. Write
fn`1 ´ f
ε
˚ “ PTPΦnpfn ´ f
ε
˚q ` PT pPΦn ´ PΦ˚qf
ε
˚
...
“ PTPΦn . . . PTPΦ0pf0 ´ f
ε
˚q `
nÿ
k“0
PTPΦn . . . PTPΦk`1PT pPΦk ´ PΦ˚qf
ε
˚
Then Lemma 10 implies that
}fn`1 ´ f
ε
˚}BV ď c1β
n`1}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV ` c1
nÿ
k“0
βn´k}PT pPΦk ´ PΦ˚qf
ε
˚}BV . (11)
Claim 11. Let ϕ P CcR,S and f1, f2 P C˜
c
R,S “ tvarpfq ď R, |f
1| ď S,Lippf 1q ď cu. Denote
Φf1 “ Φ1, Φf2 “ Φ2. Then
}pPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qϕ}BV ď εKpR, S, cq}f1 ´ f2}BV
for some constant K “ KpR, S, cq.
Suppose Claim 11 holds (we are going to prove it later). This implies that
}PT pPΦk ´ PΦ˚qf
ε
˚}BV ď εK}PT }BV }fk ´ f
ε
˚}BV
Choose γ P pβ, 1q and C ą c1 where β and c1 are the constants from (11). Then, by using
induction, we get
}fn`1 ´ f
ε
˚}BV ď c1β
n`1}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV ` c1εKpR, S, cq}PT }BV
nÿ
k“0
βn´k}fk ´ f
ε
˚}BV
ď c1β
n`1}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV ` εc2pR, S, cq
nÿ
k“0
βn´kCγk}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV
ď c1β
n`1}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV ` εc2pR, S, cqCβ
n}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
γ
β
˙k
ď c1γ
n`1}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV ` εc3pR, S, cqCγ
n}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV ,
so if we choose ε˚pR, S, cq :“ min
!
ε˚1 ,
γpC´c1q
c3pR,S,cqC
)
, then
}fn`1 ´ f
ε
˚}BV ď Cγ
n`1}f0 ´ f
ε
˚}BV .
This concludes the proof of Proposition 9 and thus the proof of Theorem 1. What is left is the
proof of Claim 11.
Proof of Claim 11. First note that as
ş
pPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qϕ dλ “ 0,
}pPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qϕ}BV ď
3
2
varppPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qϕq,
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so we only need to give the appropriate bound on the total variation.
varppPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qϕq “
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆ
ϕ
Φ11
˝ Φ´11 ´
ϕ
Φ12
˝ Φ´12
˙1 ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ
“
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ ϕ1pΦ1
1
q2
˝ Φ´1
1
´
ϕ1
pΦ1
2
q2
˝ Φ´1
2
`
ϕ ¨ Φ22
pΦ1
2
q3
˝ Φ´1
2
´
ϕ ¨ Φ21
pΦ1
1
q3
˝ Φ´1
1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ
ď
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ ϕ1pΦ11q2 ˝ Φ´11 ´
ϕ1
pΦ12q
2
˝ Φ´12
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλlooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
pCq
`
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇϕ ¨ Φ22pΦ12q3 ˝ Φ´12 ´
ϕ ¨ Φ2
1
pΦ11q
3
˝ Φ´11
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλloooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
pDq
We start by giving a bound for the term pCq.
pCq ď
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ ϕ1pΦ11q2 ˝ Φ´11 ´
ϕ1
pΦ12q
2
˝ Φ´11
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
pC1q
`
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇ ϕ1pΦ12q2 ˝ Φ´11 ´
ϕ1
pΦ12q
2
˝ Φ´12
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλlooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
pC2q
As for pC1q,
pC1q “
ż
|ϕ1| ¨
ˇˇˇ
ˇ 1Φ1
1
´
Φ1
1
pΦ1
2
q2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ “
ż
|ϕ1| ¨
ˇˇˇ
ˇpΦ12q2 ´ pΦ11q2pΦ1
2
q2Φ1
1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ
ď max
ˇˇˇ
ˇϕ1pΦ11 ` Φ12qpΦ12q2Φ11
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|Φ1
1
´ Φ1
2
| dλ ď
2Sp1` εRq
p1´ εRq3
¨ ε}f1 ´ f2}1 ď εKC1}f1 ´ f2}BV .
Note that 1 ´ εR ą 0 by our choice of R and ε. pC2q can be bounded the same way as term
(A) in the proof of Claim 7, so we have
pC2q ď
›››› ϕ1Φ1
2
››››
BV
2ε
1´ εR
}f1 ´ f2}1
ď
ˆ›››› ϕ1Φ12
››››
1
` sup |ϕ1|var
ˆ
1
Φ12
˙
` var|ϕ1| sup
ˆ
1
Φ12
˙˙
2ε
1´ εR
}f1 ´ f2}1
ď
2εpR` S2ε{p1´ εq ` cq
1´ εR
}f1 ´ f2}1 ď εKC2}f1 ´ f2}BV .
We now move on to bounding pDq.
pDq ď
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇϕ ¨ Φ22pΦ12q3 ˝ Φ´12 ´
ϕ ¨ Φ2
1
pΦ11q
3
˝ Φ´1
2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλloooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
pD1q
`
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇϕ ¨ Φ21pΦ11q3 ˝ Φ´12 ´
ϕ ¨ Φ2
1
pΦ11q
3
˝ Φ´1
1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλloooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
pD2q
We start with pD1q.
pD1q “
ż ˇˇˇ
ˇϕ ¨ Φ22pΦ12q2 ´
ϕ ¨ Φ2
1
pΦ11q
3
¨ Φ12
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dλ “
ż
|ϕpyq| ¨
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇεf 12
`
y ` 1
2
˘
rΦ12pyqs
2
´
εf 11
`
y ` 1
2
˘
Φ12pyq
rΦ11pyqs
3
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dy
ď εmax
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ϕpΦ1
2
q2pΦ1
1
q3
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|f 1
2
ˆ
y `
1
2
˙
rΦ1
1
pyqs3 ´ f 1
1
ˆ
y `
1
2
˙
rΦ1
2
pyqs3| dy
ď
εp1`Rq
p1´ εRq5
ˆż
|f 1
2
ˆ
y `
1
2
˙
prΦ1
1
pyqs3 ´ rΦ1
2
pyqs3q| dylooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooon
pD11q
`
ż
|rf 11
ˆ
y `
1
2
˙
´ f 12
ˆ
y `
1
2
˙
srΦ12pyqs
3| dylooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
pD12q
˙
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We can bound pD11q and pD12q in the following way:
pD11q ď max |f 1
2
ppΦ1
1
q2 ´ 2Φ1
1
Φ1
2
` pΦ1
2
q2q|
ż
|Φ1
1
´ Φ1
2
| dλ ď 4Sp1` εRq2ε}f1 ´ f2}1
pD12q ď max |pΦ1
2
q3|varpf1 ´ f2q ď p1` εRq
3}f1 ´ f2}BV
Summarizing the bound for pD1q we see that
pD1q ď εKD1}f1 ´ f2}BV .
The last term left to bound is pD2q. This term can be bounded as term (A) in the proof of
Claim 7, so we have
pD2q ď 2
››››ϕ ¨ Φ21pΦ1
1
q2
››››
BV
ε
1´ εR
}f1 ´ f2}1 ď 2
ˆ
max
ˇˇˇ
ˇϕ ¨ Φ21pΦ1
1
q2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ` Lip
ˆ
ϕ ¨ Φ21
pΦ1
1
q2
˙˙
ε
1´ εR
}f1 ´ f2}1
ď 2
ˆ
εp1`RqS
p1´ εRq2
` εKpR, Sq
˙
ε
1´ εR
}f1 ´ f2}1
ď εKD2}f1 ´ f2}BV
In conclusion,
}pPΦ1 ´ PΦ2qϕ}BV ď ε ¨
3
2
pKC1 `KC2 `KD1 `KD2q}f1 ´ f2}BV .

4. Proof of Theorem 2
We remind the reader of Theorem 2: It states that when R, S, c and ε˚ are chosen as in
Theorem 1, then for all 0 ď ε, ε1 ă ε˚ we have
}f ε˚ ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV ď K|ε´ ε
1|,
for some K ą 0, where f ε˚ and f
ε1
˚ are the fixed densities of Fε and Fε1, respectively.
We now proceed to prove this. First observe that the choice of R, S and c implies that the
fixed density of Fε is in C
c
R,S for all 0 ď ε ă ε
˚. In particular, f ε
1
˚ P C
c
R,S .
Let f be an element of CcR,S. It is a consequence of Theorem 1 that there exists an N P N
such that
}FNε1 f ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV ď λ}f ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV
for some 0 ă λ ă 1.
This implies that
}FNε f ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV ď }F
N
ε f ´ F
N
ε1 f}BV ` }F
N
ε1 f ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV
ď }FNε f ´ F
N
ε1 f}BV ` λ}f ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV .
Lemma 12. For each N P N there exists an aN ą 0 such that if f P C
c
R,S and 0 ď ε, ε
1 ă ε˚,
then }FNε f ´ F
N
ε1 f}BV ď aN |ε´ ε
1|.
We are going to give the proof of this lemma later. Using this result we have that
}FNε f ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV ď aN |ε´ ε
1| ` λ}f ´ f ε
1
˚ }BV .
Let Bph, rq denote the ball in BV with center h and radius r. We claim that FNε leaves the
ball Bpf ε
1
˚ , r¯q invariant, where r¯ “
aN |ε´ε
1|
1´λ
. To see this, suppose that }f ´ f ε
1
˚ }BV ď r¯. Then
indeed,
}FNε f ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV ď aN |ε´ ε
1| ` λr¯ “ aN |ε´ ε
1| `
λaN |ε´ ε
1|
1´ λ
“
aN |ε´ ε
1|
1´ λ
“ r¯.
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Note that Theorem 1 implies that limkÑ8 }F
kNpf0q´f
ε
˚}BV “ 0 for all f0 P C
c
R,S. Note further
that Bpf ε
1
˚ , r¯q X C
c
R,S ‰ H. Hence f
ε
˚ P Bpf
ε1
˚ , r¯q. This means that
}f ε˚ ´ f
ε1
˚ }BV ď
aN |ε´ ε
1|
1´ λ
“: K|ε´ ε1|,
which is exactly the statement to prove, so we are only left to prove Lemma 12.
Proof of Lemma 12. Suppose (without loss of generality) that 0 ď ε1 ď ε. Notice that if we
use the notation
Φεf pxq “ x` ε
ż
T
gpy ´ xqfpyq dy
then
Φε
1
f “ Φ
ε
ε1f{ε.
By Claim 11,
}pPΦε
f
´ PΦε
ε1f{ε
qϕ}BV ď K1ε}f ´ ε
1f{ε}BV “ K1|ε´ ε
1|}f}BV (12)
holds. (Here we have used the fact that ε1{ε ď 1, so ε1f{ε P CcR,S, hence Claim 11 can be
applied indeed.) PT is a bounded operator on BV , let }PT }BV ď K2. This implies that
}Fεf ´ Fε1f}BV “ }PTPΦε
f
f ´ PTPΦε
ε1f{ε
f}BV ď K¯|ε´ ε
1|}f}BV , (13)
where K¯ “ K1K2.
Now we prove the lemma using induction. Since }f}BV ď 1 ` R, the case N “ 1 holds by
(13) with the choice of a1 “ K¯p1`Rq. Assume that
}FN´1ε f ´ F
N´1
ε1 f}BV ď aN´1|ε´ ε
1|. (14)
Then using the N “ 1 case
}FNε f ´ F
N
ε1 f}BV ď }FεF
N´1
ε f ´ Fε1F
N´1
ε f}BV ` }Fε1F
N´1
ε f ´ Fε1F
N´1
ε1 f}BV
ď a1|ε´ ε
1| ` }Fε1F
N´1
ε f ´ Fε1F
N´1
ε1 f}BV .
Let ϕ “ FN´1ε f and ψ “ F
N´1
ε1 f . Then
}Fε1F
N´1
ε f ´ Fε1F
N´1
ε1 f}BV “ }PTPΦε1ϕϕ´ PTPΦε1ψ
ψ}BV
ď }PTPΦε1ϕ pϕ´ ψq}BV ` }PT pPΦε1ϕ ´ PΦε1ψ
qψ}BV
ď pc1 ¨ β ` ε
1K¯q}ϕ´ ψ}BV
by using Lemma 10 with n “ 1 for the first term and Claim 11 for the second term in line two.
Let A¯ “ c1 ¨ β ` ε
˚K¯. Now we can proceed in the following way:
}FNε f ´ F
N
ε1 f}BV ď a1|ε´ ε
1| ` A¯}FN´1ε f ´ F
N´1
ε1 f}BV
ď a1|ε´ ε
1| ` A¯aN´1|ε´ ε
1|
by using (14). So aN “ a1 ` A¯aN´1 is an appropriate choice.
Now Lemma 12 and thus Theorem 2 are proved.
5. Proof of Theorem 3
We start by proving the statement about the support of our initial density shrinking to a
single point. Remember that we denoted the smallest closed interval containing the support
of f by supp˚pfq. The assumption (F’) implies that this interval has length less than 1/2.
Proposition 13. Suppose f0 is of property (F’). Let Ω “ max |T
1|, fn “ F
n
ε pf0q. Then
1´
1
Ω
ă ε ă 1 ñ |supp˚pfnq| Ñ
nÑ8
0
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Proof. We are going to denote the length of an interval I by |I|. First notice that supp˚pf1q “
Ff0psupp
˚pf0qq. Since Ff0 is C
2, we have that
|supp˚pf1q| “ |Ff0psupp
˚pf0qq| ď max
xPsupp˚pf0q
|F 1f0pxq||supp
˚pf0q|,
ď max |T 1| max
xPsupp˚pf0q
|Φ1f0pxq||supp
˚pf0q|,
ď Ω max
xPsupp˚pf0q
|Φ1f0pxq||supp
˚pf0q|,
ď Ωp1 ´ εq|supp˚pf0q|,
since Φ1f0pxq “ 1` ε pf0px` 1{2q ´ 1q “ 1´ ε for x P supp
˚pf0q.
Let q “ Ωp1 ´ εq. By this notation we have
|supp˚pf1q| ď q|supp
˚pf0q|,
and by iteration we get
|supp˚pfnq| ď q
n|supp˚pf0q|,
implying |supp˚pfnq| Ñ
nÑ8
0 if q ă 1, which holds if 1´ 1
Ω
ă ε. 
Remark. We required that the support of f0 should fit in an interval with length less then 1/2.
The significance of 1/2 comes from the fact that the distance function g used in the coupling Φ
has singularities at ˘1{2. This results in the fact that fnpx` 1{2q plays a role in Φ
1
fn
px` 1{2q.
However, singularities in the function g are not vital to this phenomenon. It can be shown
for some special continuous functions g that if the support of the initial density f0 is small in
terms of some properties of g (bounds on the supremum or the derivative), the supports of the
densities fn shrink exponentially.
Since the corresponding measures µn are all probability measures, this proposition implies
that if the sequence pµnq converges, it can only converge to a Dirac measure supported on some
x˚ P T. But typically this is not the case. What happens typically is that the sequence µn
is in fact divergent and approaches a Dirac measure moving along the T´trajectory of some
x˚ P supp˚pf0q. More precisely:
Proposition 14. Suppose f0 is of property (F’) and 1 ´
1
Ω
ă ε. Then there exists an x˚ P
supp˚pf0q such that
lim
nÑ8
W1pµn, δTnpx˚qq “ 0,
where W1p¨, ¨q is the Wasserstein metric.
Proof. We start by proving a short lemma.
Lemma 15. We claim that supp˚PΦff Ă supp
˚f .
Proof. Consider the lifted coupling dynamics ΦRf : RÑ R which is defined as
ΦRf pxq “ x` ε
ż
1
0
gpy ´ xqfpyqdy x P R.
We have to study two cases separately. First, let supp˚f “ ra, bs, 0 ď a ă b ď 1. In this
case, notice that ż
1
0
yfpyq dy “M P ra, bs.
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Now
ΦRf paq “ a` ε
ż
1
0
py ´ aqfpyq dy “ a ` εpM ´ aq,
ΦRf pbq “ b` ε
ż
1
0
py ´ bqfpyq dy “ b´ εpb´Mq.
Hence rΦRf paq,Φ
R
f pbqs Ă ra, bs, and this implies supp
˚PΦff Ă supp
˚f .
In the second case, supp˚f “ ra, 1s Y r0, bs, 0 ă b ă a ă 1. Nowż b
0
py ` 1qfpyq dy `
ż
1
a
yfpyq dy “ M˜ P ra, 1` bs.
On the one hand, we see that
ΦRf paq “ a` ε
ˆż b
0
gpy ´ aqfpyq dy `
ż
1
a
gpy ´ aqfpyq dy
˙
,
“ a` ε
ˆż b
0
py ´ a` 1qfpyq dy `
ż
1
a
py ´ aqfpyq dy
˙
,
“ a` εpM˜ ´ aq,
and
ΦRf paq ď a`
ż b
0
py ´ a ` 1qfpyq dy `
ż
1
a
py ´ aqfpyq dy,
“ M˜.
Furthermore,
ΦRf p1` bq “ p1` bq ` ε
ˆż b
0
gpy ´ p1` bqqfpyq dy `
ż
1
a
gpy ´ p1` bqqfpyq dy
˙
,
“ p1` bq ` ε
ˆż b
0
py ´ p1` bq ` 1qfpyq dy `
ż
1
a
py ´ p1` bqqfpyq dy
˙
,
“ p1` bq ´ εpp1` bq ´ M˜q,
and
ΦRf p1` bq ě p1` bq ´ 1 ¨ pp1` bq ´ M˜q “ M˜.
Hence rΦRµpaq,Φ
R
µp1` bqs Ă ra, 1` bs, and this implies supp
˚PΦff Ă supp
˚f . 
The lemma implies that supp˚f1 “ Ff0psupp
˚f0q Ă T psupp
˚f0q. Now the T -preimage of
supp˚f1 is a finite collection of intervals; consider its component that coincides with Φf0psupp
˚f0q.
By the lemma above, this is a closed interval strictly contained in supp˚f0 (see Figure 2 for an
illustration). Arguing similarly for supp˚f1 and supp
˚f2 and so on, we get a nested sequence
of intervals with lengths shrinking to zero, since |Φfnpsupp
˚fnq| ď p1 ´ εq
n|supp˚f0| – as cal-
culated during the proof of Proposition 13. By taking their intersection we get a point x˚ for
which T npx˚q P supp˚fn holds.
Formally, by using the notation Ffn´1 . . . Ff0psupp
˚f0q “ F
npsupp˚f0q,
tx˚u “
8č
n“0
T´nF npsupp˚f0q.
By the Kantorovich-Rubinstein theorem mentioned in Section 2,
W1pµn, δTnpx˚qq “ sup
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
1
0
ℓpxqfnpxqdx´ ℓpT
npx˚qq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
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supp˚f0
T´1,1Ff0psupp
˚f0q “ Φf0psupp
˚f0q
T´1,2Ff0psupp
˚f0q
T´1,3Ff0psupp
˚f0q
Figure 2. Construction of x˚, first step.
where the supremum is taken for all continuous functions ℓ : T Ñ R with Lipschitz constant
ď 1. Using that T npx˚q P supp˚fn, we have thatˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
1
0
ℓpxqfnpxqdx´ ℓpT
npx˚qq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
1
0
pℓpxq ´ ℓpT npx˚qqqfnpxqdx
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 1 ¨ |supp˚fn|
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
1
0
fnpxqdx
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď rΩp1´ εqsn.
This implies W1pµn, δTnpx˚qq Ñ 0. 
6. Concluding remarks
6.1. Choice of the space CcR,S. As emphasized before, the space C
c
R,S is carefully chosen for
the proof to work. In particular, the key statements that quantify the weak-coupling behavior
of the transfer operators are Claim 7 in the proof of Lemma 6 and Claim 11 in the proof of
Proposition 9. In the proof of Claim 7 regularity is not essential, since Lemma 6 is needed in
the course of proving the existence of the invariant density, and we believe this is true in a much
general context. On the other hand, Proposition 9 concerns the stability (and in conclusion the
uniqueness) of the invariant density. This is where the regularity of the densities plays a crucial
role, more specifically in the proof of Claim 11. The uniform bound on the total variation and
the derivative of the densities is needed recurrently, while the uniform Lipschitz continuity
of the derivative of the densities is essential in bounding the term (C2). This explains the
definition of CcR,S. In turn, we need to assume the smoothness of T to ensure that PT preserves
CcR,S.
6.2. Relation to other works and open problems. The goal of this paper was to show
that the results of [18] on stability and synchronization in an infinite system can be generalized
to a wider class of coupled map systems. The concept was to consider the widest class of
systems possible, but for the sake of clarity and brevity we refrained from some superficial
generalizations which pose no mathematical complications. For example, g|p´1{2,1{2q need not
be the identity, a very similar version of our results is most likely to hold when g|p´1{2,1{2q has
sufficient smoothness properties and bounds on the derivative. On the other hand, our result
is somewhat less explicit then the stability result obtained in [18], since we do not have an
expression for f ε˚, we only managed to show that it is of order ε distance from f
0
˚ . A special case
when it can be made explicit is when the unique acim of T is Lebesgue. Actually in this case
the proof in [18] can be applied with minor modifications showing that the constant density is a
stable invariant distribution of the coupled map system for sufficiently small coupling strength.
In the introduction we remarked that if we choose the initial measure to be an average of
N point masses, we get a coupled map system of finite size. This can more conveniently be
represented by a dynamical system on TN “ T ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ T with piecewise C2 dynamics (the
specific smoothness depending on the smoothness of T ). Our papers [18] and [19] suggest
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that the analysis in the case of finite system size is particularly complicated and necessitates a
thorough geometrical understanding. A direct consequence of this is that little can be proved
when the dimension is large. If for example g were a smooth function on T, it could be shown
that there exists a unique absolutely continuous invariant measure µεN for any system size N ,
once ε is smaller then some ε˚ which does not depend on N . Simulations suggest that this is
likely to be the case also when g is defined by (2). If this could be verified, one could even aim
to prove an analogue of part 1) of Theorem 3 in [3]. Namely, along the same lines as in [3], one
could show that for sufficiently small ε, the sequence µεN ˝ ǫ
´1
N converges weakly to δµε˚ , where
ǫN px1, . . . , xNq “
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
δxi,
and µε˚ is the unique invariant measure for the infinite system with coupling strength ε.
Finally, in our opinion the truly interesting question is the spectrum of possible limit be-
haviors in our class of systems. Are stability and synchronization, as shown in this paper to
exist, the only possibilities? For example, one can easily imagine that for stronger coupling
than the one producing stability, multiple locally attracting or repelling fixed densities can
arise – as seen in the case of the model introduced in [3]. However, one would have to develop
completely new analytical tools to prove such statements in our class of models. So on this
end there is plenty of room for innovation.
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